ILIMA Board Zoom Meeting, 4 March, 2021 15:00(CET)
Attendants: Taka Yamaguchi, Helmut Weick, Yuri Litvinov, Wolfgang Plass, Natalia
Kuzminchuk, Hans Geissel, Christopher Kozhuharov, Phil Walker, Iris Dillmann, Gregory Lane,
Roman Gernhaeuser, Zygmunt Patyk, Baohua Sun, Meng Wang, Klaus Blaum
1. Membership:
IMP Board member change: Meng Wang for Xin-Wen Ma;
New member: Wolfram Korten (but not yet board member)
2. Previous minutes: Taka reported. It was approved by members.
3. Current status of the planned storage rings at GSI-FAIR
IMS commissioning: 8.2.2021-16.2.2021
Yuri: isochronous mode checking and established, first step done; in May, 3-4 days for ESR
team for further optimization;
Slowing down in the ESR is efficient.
CR is delayed to 2027, at least by 2 years.
4. FAIR review / Collaboration Agreement
Wolfram is preparing a construction MOU for each sub-collaboration.
Agreement for ILIMA collaboration: Natalia is working on.
5. 2020 G-PAC approved experiments
3 proposals submitted, and 1 approved. The experiment is scheduled in May this year.
+ Discussion on the possibility for remote participation?
Rather hard, but will look into.
6. Financial planning / common funds
Helmut: report the CR time plan, machine funded but not building;
Council decision needed in 11. 2021,

This will cause serious delay; no high priority for the CR and ILIMA procurement.
Yuri: ask about the progress for budget;
Helmut: TOF budget (yes). All the budget issue for CR depends on council decision. around 70
Million Euro in total.
About ILIMA funding, Basic part from Germany; Heavy ion detector funded from Canada.

TOF: black is covered by Germany, while red (~178 k Euro) is open still. Funding should be
found to fill the gap.

7. TDR finished -> tender, delayed by at least 1 year;
All three TDRs approved by ECE;

8. Schottky pick-ups:
Yuri: a beam time test of a transverse prototype for CR in TU Darmstadt (electron beam) in ~
2 months, to test the response.
9. ToF detectors:
Helmut: Even after finishing building the detector, there are questions on where to store,
where to test. Those have to be adjusted according to the time line of CR (delayed by 2 years).
Iris: Can one test ToF or Schottky pick-up at ESR?
Yuri: Not feasible.
10. Other detectors:
Iris: DAQ, heavy ion detector from TRIUMF ready, and wait for test at GSI. New detector
ready in next year
11. Conferences and workshops:
Iris: a small workshop for neutron capture using storage ring; TRIUMF, Los Alamos, FRIB.
12. Any other business
PhysicsBook@HESR under preparation: Iris and Yuri;

+ Beam time schedule next year?
2021 beam time mostly fixed and now is running in time.
Not sure for 2022. (Middle of January to June)
All the approved experiments should be finished before next summer, then there will be a new
GPAC in 2023.
It is time to think about the next GPAC (2022).
Much competition for ring experiments
Most experiments approved have not been done due to the COVID virus. Resubmission of
experimental proposals should think about the feasibility.
13. Date of next ILIMA CB meeting

about half a year later (Nustar Week 2021)? or, a short meeting after the council meeting in
Nov.?

